PUBLICATIONS

Articles in academic journals, published or accepted for publication:

Barbara Barnett --"Feminists Shaping News: A framing analysis of news releases from the National Organization for Women" was published in *The Journal of Public Relations Research* in October. --"Teaching About Ageism in the Classroom" appeared in *The National Women’s Studies Journal* in April 2006. --“Medea in the Media: Narratives and myth in newspaper coverage of women who killed their children” was accepted in September for publication in *Journalism: Theory, Practice and Criticism*, an international journal. --“Women Who Defy Nature: Maternal infanticide and journalists’ use of the myth of perfection,” a critical essay, was accepted in April for publication in the anthology, “Media(ted) Deviance and Social ‘Otherness.’” --“Embracing the Imaginary Good Mother: Narratives of love and violence from women who killed their children,” was accepted in April for publication in *The Iowa Journal of Communication*.

Ann Brill "ME-dia: The Internet and Journalism Education" was accepted in May for publication in the journal of the Media Psychology Division of the American Psychological Association.


Douglas Ward --“From Barbarian Farmers to Yeoman Consumers: Curtis Publishing Company and the search for rural America,” was accepted in November for publication in *American Journalism*. --“The Digital Camera as a Research Tool,” an essay, was accepted in November for publication in *American Journalism*.

Publications in professional media:


Ted Frederickson “Don’t Ban Phelps, Give Him an Honorary Title (of state wart),” an opinion column appeared February 5, in *The Wichita Eagle*, commenting on proposed legislation to restrict the ability of Fred Phelps' followers to demonstrate at military funerals.

Jimmy Gentry --“Auditors Report Changes Dramatically Under New Rules,” was the lead article on the Web site of the Reynolds National Center for Business Journalism in August 2005. --“Companies Prepare to Expense Stock Options,” was the lead article on the Web site of the Reynolds Center in November.
**Peggy Kuhr** -- Co-authored “Speaking Out About Credibility: A toolkit for speeches and workshops,” a handbook for news professionals that was published in summer 2005. Her co-author is Carol Nunnelly, director of the National Credibility Roundtables project.

**David Perlmutter** - “How to be a Happy Lame Duck,” an article advising academics on how to achieve a successful transition when moving from one institution to another, appeared in *The Chronicle of Higher Education*.